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 Mobility: the ability, access, safety and freedom to go 
wherever I wanted and whenever I felt like it .





Safe?





Things are never worst 
case scenarios and there is 
never 1 story



Tayabba Tariq





Mobility in Pakistan is not a 
single narrative. 



Mobility is not a single narrative as 
well. The only way to address is by 
breaking it down into smaller issues 
and design contextual, tangible and 
concrete solutions
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What mobility barriers women face in low middle 
income countries? 

How is it different?

How it impacts their lives?





 Pakistan.   Malaysia.  UK. 
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01 LAHORE, 
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 City of contrasts. 











Tehmina



Better public transport  & investment in 
infrastructure would NOT improve 
mobility of those
1. needing permission to travel 
2. facing hostility & harassment
3. tied down by social & cultural norms
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 Blend of.    
.cultures.  



















Pakistan
Social and cultural barriers. 
Permissions, male dominant 
largely, mobility linked with 
character.

Safety and Harassment. 6 
women are kidnapped and 4 are 
raped every day in Pakistan

Biggest mobility challenges

Malaysia
Infrastructure- Disconnected 
Public transport routes or 
unavailable routes

Accessibility- women with 
prams, wheelchair, pregnant 
women, disabilities



Female ‘immobility’ in different LMICs 
has (dis)similarities
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 History and.   
.modernization. 





London



















Women who live in or migrated from Low Middle Income Countries
 

How many of you feel moving to 
North America improved your 

mobility and impacted your life?



it’s independence; 
sense of empowerment; 
getting opportunities; 
the ability to achieve 
desired aims in life.

Mobility for women is not only 
about ability or accessibility to 
travel and commute, it’s bigger 
than that



Mobility is a wicked problem 



It is not one narrative... Break down 
the big problem into smaller issues... 



The Nara, Japan, 
prefectural police 
set up blue street 
lights in the 
prefecture in 2005, 
and found the 
number of crimes 
decreased by about 
9 percent in 
blue-illuminated 
neighborhoods.





Can solutions like 
these encourage 
women in Low 
middle income 
countries to use 
public transport 
and spaces?







We have to deconstruct the 
problems into smaller issues and 
design concrete, contextual, and 
tangible solutions.

Website: www.womenmobility.com (methodology, 
pictures, goals)

http://www.womenmobility.com


LinkedIn: Komal Faiz
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